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ABSTRACT

We couple non-linear a-models to Liouville gravity, showing that integrability proper-
ties of symmetric space models still hold for the matter sector. Using similar arguments
for the fermionic counterpart, namely Gross-Neveu-type models, we verify that such con-
clusions must also hold for them, as recently suggested.
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Non-linear cr- models defined on a symmetric space M = G/H are integrable.1 Moreover
they are classically conformally invariant and do not interact with a gravitational field,
which is readily seen to cancel as we substitute the metric, written in the conformal gauge,
into the Lagrangian.

However, in the quantum theory several new features arise. The first of them is
the mass generation as arising from the constraint due to quantum fluctuations, which
generate a vacuum expectation value for the Lagrange multiplier. This fact leads to a
non-conformally-invariant term, thus coupling the matter fields explicitly to the Liouville
field. Moreover the trace anomaly in the computation of the determinant of the d'Alembert
operator leads to a Liouville term which has also analogous contributions from the grav-
itational ghosts. A further issue is the fact that, globally, we cannot use the conformal
gauge in a general Riemann surface, leading, in these cases, to extra moduli integrations.
However, we stay, for the moment, in a base space with a trivial global topology, since the
anomaly is generally connected with the Liouville field.

In order not to overload our formulae we restrain ourselves to the 0(N) non-linear
cr-model, or else the €P model. However the results are trivially generalized to any
symmetric space. These examples are leading, since already in the case of flat space
both are integrable, with the diference that in the former the integrability condition stays
valid in the quantum theory, since the gauge group H = SO(N — 1) is simple, while
in the latter a quantum anomaly arises, spoiling integrability. This fact remains true in
a general Grassmannian, where the gauge group is H = S(U(N — p) x U(p)), or H —
S(0(N — p) x O(p)), where anomalies generated by the gauge fields SU(p) x 17(1), or
SO(p) spoil the conservation laws. This is an important issue for string theory, where the
relevant quotient space is 50(32)/5O(8) x 50(24), as we comment later on.

The partition function for the 0(]V)-model is given by the expression1

= l

It is defined in terms of a Weyl-invariant action, a non-Weyl-invariant constraint (due
to the field a(i)), and a non-Weyl-invariant measure. The Weyl non-invariance of the
measure has been studied in ref. [2]. There, it has been proved that the scalar fields
measure transforms under Weyl transformation g' = e" g as

N

, (2)

where SL is the Liouville action.
Since the ^i-fields build the A^-plet appearing asymptotically, this is the only contri-

bution to the Liouville action beside that of the ghosts, which gives the usual contribution
—26. Therefore, writing the metric as a Liouville factor times a residual metric g, we are
left with

Z =

X



where 7, /z, Q are parameters that include possible quantum corrections arising from renor-
malization effects. Actually, we are mostly interested in the case where the background
metric g^" corresponds to Minkowski space r\^v . In the (CPN~* model we find

= f

Weak gravitational fields in eq. (3) are formally obtained for |JV — 26| — )• oo. The
semiclassicai gravity is actually obtained for N — 26 — >• — oo. The constraint displays a
gravitational interaction, which is trivial in the sense that it may be absorbed in the a-field
measure, since we may define a = e7(Ta, and the Jacobian

J = dete7<7 (5)

corresponds to a renormalization of the interaction of the Liouville field with the back-
ground curvature, namely 8£ ~ Ra. Thus we separate, at the Lagrangian level, three
sectors, namely cr-model, Liouville and ghost sectors. The 0(N) cr-model sector is inte-
grable, even before the a-field redefinition, because both equations

0 , (6a)

0 , (66)

obeyed by the Noether current j^.. = y^-a^j (or jM-. = ZiD^Zj for €PN-1), still hold
true classically, independently of the redefinition implied by eq. (5). However, quantum
mechanically, models such as (DP""1, which are defined on a symmetric space G/H, where
H is not simple, have an anomaly in eq. (66), which is thus spoiled by quantum effects.
For the 0(./V)-model, H = 0(N — 1) is simple and eq. (66) holds in the quantum theory.
For the <CPN~l-mode\, the gauge group is H = SU(N — 1) ® t/(l), not simple, and allows
anomalous terms. Any symmetric space model G/H with a simple gauge group H dis-
plays, in the quantum theory, an infinite number of conservation laws.16 If H is not simple
the model is anomalous; only certain couplings with fermions (as e.g. supersymmetric)
render integrability back in the quantum theory.10 The models 0(8,8)/0(8) x 0(8) and
O(8,24)/0(8) x O(24) are anomalous.1'10 Due to cancellation of anomalies in the super-
symmetric case,1'10 use of the non-local conservation laws may then be effective.11'17 The
first reanalysis that has to be carried out in the quantum theory with gravitational fields,
is the issue of the Wilson expansion of the currents with Liouville fields present; namely,
in order to obtain an infinite number of conservation laws, the first of them,

Q(2) = f dxdyJ0(t,x)e(x -y)J0(«,y) -Z f dxJ^t.x) (7)



is well defined and conserved by means of a suitable definition of the renormalization
constant Z, which amounts to analysing the short-distance behaviour of the product of
the currents

verifying that the last term does not really occur, since it spoils the conservation law.10 As
a matter of fact, the problem is similar to the one discussed in relation to the pure matter
case,16 as far as one dresses the fields with the gravitational background, as we discuss
below. The consequence is that if the gauge group is simple, there are contributions spoiling
the higher conservation laws. In the (DP^"1 case the anomaly is given by

1 f
— / dxe^5zzF ye'*" . (9)

2?r Jdt

Once more, when the gauge group H is simple, no source of anomaly arises, since there is
no candidate to be dressed. The constant (3 is fixed imposing that the conformal dimension
of the integrand be6 one).

The theory cannot be completely defined before its constraint structure is solved. In
fact, as in the case of WZW gauge interactions, the constraints play a crucial role in the
definition of asymptotic states; different sectors are decoupled at the Lagrangian level, but
the first class constraints relate them by means of the definition of the physical states only
coupling to the remaining sectors of the theory. Since they are first class, they imply a
choice of the physical states of the theory. Such constraints may be obtained by coupling
the theory to external gravitational fields, as proposed in ref. [3] in the gauged WZW
G/H-coset construction. In other words, they coupled to external gauge fields, which
turn out to disappear due to field redefinition, and the variation of the partition function
with respect to such external fields are first-class constraints! Here we have the analogous
construction coupling the matter fields to a classical gravitational field. For the Liouville
action we have

which for g'lt> = eCT ^/i", and adding the contribution £ L[&' , g; [j, = 0] arising from the
matter/ghost system with a definite choice of renormalization, leads to

+ a')dv(a + </) + (a + o'}R(g} - tuT+

= £L[a + a',g} , (11)

which is the analogue of the Polyakov-Wiegmann identity.4 Therefore the partition func-
tion does not depend on a1, which leads to a (first-class) constraint, corresponding to the
Wheeler-de Wit equation.

First-class constraints are realized as equations defining the physical states. The dy-
namics, on the other hand, is obtained from the corresponding (factorized) Lagrangian,



which is equivalent to eq. (66), implying, in turn, higher conservation laws, and a factoriz-
able S-matrix. Moreover, they imply also a Yangian-type algebra as described in ref. [5],
and consequently a half-affine algebra, by means of a Lie-Poisson action.

The Wheeler-de Wit equation corresponds to the vanishing Hamiltonian of the com-
posite matter-Liouville-ghost system when acting in a physical state. If we work on a fixed
background where the matter fields are constrained (tp2 = 1) we obtain, for the Wheeler-de
Wit equation (see p. 44 of ref. [6]):

(12)

.-£.<For \l> = e 2 "ty, we obtain the (N + l)-dimensional Helmholtz equation on a cylinder
of unit radius (we suppose ^4 = 1), that is

_d2_

da*

With the ansatz

we obtain
N Q x = m

Li=l

(13)

(14)

(15)

on an (N — l)-dimensional sphere. This equation is solvable in terms of the Gegenbauer
polynomials for7

- / - 2 ) , (16)

where / is an integer. For / = 0 the solution is a constant and corresponds to the matter
vacuum. Using

^2 25 - N
Q2 = —lT- » (I?)

we obtain

(18)

which is real for / > 1. Although simple, the dressing involves also an oscillatory term for
N > 20, if / = 0, or JV > 26.

The case of fermionic interactions can be dealt with similarly. The analysis of the
chiral Gross-Neveu model was performed in [10] (see also [18]). There is no candidate to
the anomaly term either, obeying the usual symmetry requirements. The only difference
is that in the case of the Gross-Neveu model, the bare fermion has to be further dressed
by an explicit Liouville exponential, since it has a non-trivial conformal dimension, that
is, we need to define i/> as

</>bare = 6**^ , (19)



after which we also obtain, for the redefined matter Lagrangian:

£ = $i W + 1-tf - <$$ , (20)

where <f> was also dressed as <£bare = ea0^. This latter dressing is similar to the dressing
of the Lagrange multiplier in the <r-model case. The equations for the Noether current,
j'J = r/'J7/1^>', namely conservation and pseudo-current divergence equations, lead to the
integrability condition and higher conservation laws since the only influence of the ^-field
is through its relation with the ^ field, obtained from the Ward identities, corresponding
to the <f) equations of motion. Thus, quantum integrability holds true in this case as well,
confirming ref. [9] , where the integrability of the Gross-Neveu model coupled to gravity
has been recently conjectured, using completely different methods.

A final remark concerns the issue of the infinite Yangian symmetry of the theory. The
higher symmetries are described in terms of the non-local conserved charges of the theory
Q("), studied by several authors. 1)5'8'12 When appropriately defined (adding combinations
of charges of lower genus) we find an algebra of the type

m — 1 n — 1

{Q(
a

m),Qin)} = trrar6Q(n+m) - J] Str (ra<3(')Q°VQ(m+n-'--'-2>) . (21)
i=0 j=0

The above algebra is of the Yangian type,13 as shown in refs. [5,14]. Yangians corre-
spond to quantum group symmetries of many integrable models.15 The Poisson-algebraic
structure dictated by the quantum non-local charges in the 0(]V)-invariant case is valid
for the matter sector, implying a "half'-affine algebra structure, started out of the O(N)

generator Q^ , which acts locally, that is on a given field A:

WA = {Q$\A} , (22)
while for the first non-trivial higher action we follow ref. [8] and define

, (23)

where c is a constant to be adjusted5'8 and one obtains an algebra which, as claimed, is half
of the affine structure. Due to the above algebraic structure, the issue of conservation of
the first charges flows to the higher ones, rendering the previous discussion quite general.
However, the symmetric transformations as generated by the non-local charges are obtained
from a Lie-Poisson action,15 and not by the familiar Hamiltonian action. For the first few
charges, this is exemplified in eq. (23), and the symmetry transformation satisfies

with the obvious notations for the 0(N) Lie-algebra indices i,j,k,l. However, we cannot
find a Hamiltonian generator G^ that realizes the symmetry action 5^0



Generalization for models on arbitrary symmetric spaces is immediate. If the gauge
group H is simple there is no quantum anomaly and one can essentially proceed as in the
O(N) case. This happens to be analogous in the case of super <KPN~l, where the anomaly
cancels.10 More complicated, purely bosonic models are, generally speaking, anomalous, as
e.g. Grassmannian non-linear a-models, where G = SU(N] and H = S(U(p) ® U(N — p ) ) .

Recently, there have been proposals11 to explain the string theory content using the
algebraic structure contained in the higher conservation laws and the previously mentioned
half-affine Lie algebra structure. In view of the above results, the discussion should be
pursued, in the quantum theory, only in cases where there is no anomaly. Therefore we
are forced to go to the supersymmetric case, which is in fact the most interesting as well,
and where the anomaly generally cancels.10

Finally, we have to mention that in the quantum theory there are also field configura-
tions not obeying the constraint (p2 = 1. Thus quantum states smear off such a background,
leading to a perturbation of the form SH = 5~7^<5'(a;)(<i^2 ~ !)• For asymptotic fields aris-
ing from the integrable 0(N) model, it is reasonable to assume that this corresponds to
a scalar field mass term, namely we substitute the field a(x) for its vacuum expectation
value, which renders the resulting Wheeler-de Wit equation still separable and solvable.
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